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This Article contains errors. The position of the mutation p.(R91W); (V172D) was incorrectly calculated, taking 
as a starting point the beginning of cDNA rather than the start codon. The correct position of the mutation is 
c.[271C >  T]; [515T >  A]. As a result of this the following changes in the Article are made:

The legend of Figure 3 is incorrect,

“(C) c.[325C >  T]; [569T >  A] (RPE65)”

should read:

“(C) c.[271C >  T]; [515T >  A] (RPE65)”.

In Table 3 for the family ID F7, the DNA mutation should read ‘c.[271C >  T]; [515T >  A]’.

In Figure 5 for family F7 ‘RPE65, c.325C >  T; 569T >  A; p.R91W; V172D’ should read ‘RPE65, c.271C >  T; 
515T >  A; p.R91W; V172D’. The correct Figure 5 appears below as Figure 1.

In the Results section under the subheading ‘Mutation analysis’,

“The second mutation was identified in family F7 and was a new compound heterozygous mutations c.[325C >  T]; 
[569T >  A] resulting in p.(R91W); (V172D) (Fig. 3C)”.

should read:

“The second mutation was identified in family F7 and was a new compound heterozygous mutations c.[271C >  T]; 
[515T >  A] resulting in p.(R91W); (V172D) (Fig. 3C)”.
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